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ANALYSIS”OF THE EFFECTS OF WING INTERFERENCE ON THE TAIL
CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE ROLMNG DERIVATIVES’

By WILLIAM H. MICKAEL, Jr.

SUMXIARY

.-h ana@i8 oj the efect8 of mung interference on the taii con-
tributions to the rolling ~tability deriratirea oj complete airplane
conj.gurationa i8 made by cafrula~ing the angularity oj the air
.#ream at the rivhkal tail due to rolling and determining the
rwdting jorctw and momem%. Some of the important factors
which afiect the remdtant angularity on the wtica.f ia il are wing
aspect ratio and sweepbwk, rerticirl-tail ~panl and consMera-
t iun8 associated with angle of attack and airplane geometry.

Some calculated 8idewa8h. re8uIt8for a limited range of wing
plan form8 and rerticaL-tail sizes are presented. .E@ation8
taking into account the &euu8h resdt$ are gi.ren for determin-
ing the tail coniribution8 to the rolling deri.rdires.

Compari80n8 of e8timated and experimental rewh% indicate
that a consideration of wing interference effect8 inqnwres the
e8timated dues of the tail contribution-to the rol~ing derira-
tires and that fair agreement un”tharailable experimental data
ix obtained.

INTRODUCTION

Dynamic+tability calculations have shown that, under
certain conditions, important changes in the characteristics
of the lateral oscillation might result from small changes in
the rotmy stabiIity derivatives. This effect has been noted
especially in the changes in damping of the lateral oscillation
due to changes in the yawing-moment-due-to-r-d pmam-
eter C%. In view of these variations in calculated re-
suhs, the estimations of the rotary derivatives should be as
accurate as possible. This report presents a correction to
the present methods of estimating the taiI contributions to
the rding derivatives.

The generally accepted metho+ for estimating tail con-
t rilmtions to the rolling derivatives, as presented in reference
1, make use of the assumption that interference effects of
component parts of the airplane can be neglected. ~alcu-
lations using the methods of reference 1 have been found to
agree well with e.spetiental cjiata fqr.-*-OR configura-
tions, but some data (see reference 2) indicate that the cal-
culations differ considerably from the measured values for.
the wing-on configurations. The data indicate that the
interference .sJYectsof the wing on the tail surfaces account
for a large part of the discrepancy between the measured and
estimated parameters.

This report presents calculations of the angularity of the
air stream with respect to the vertical tail for a rolling air-
plane, the interference effects of the wing being taken into _
account. A discussion of the factors which enter into the
caIculatiom is given and equations for applying the side- ——.
wash results to the determination of the tail contributions
to the rcdhg+tabihty derivatives are included. The results
are compared with some available e~erimental data.

SYMBOLS AND COEFFICIENTS

The positive directions of forces, angles, and moments are
shown in figure 1 .(a). The symbols used herein are defined
as follows:

aspect ratio (bZ/S)
airplane angle of attack, degrees
angularity of air stream at verticaI tail, positive

in such direction as to give positi~e side force,
radians

wing span, feet
vertical-tail span, feet
local @g chord, feet .-. .—
wing bean geometric chordl feet
Iocal -rertical-tail chord, feet

-.

wing circulation, square feeL per second
angIe of downwash, angle measured in z=plane

between trailing vortex sheet and Iongitudinrd -
stability axis, radians

,.

distance, measured in xz-plane, perpendicular to _.
longitudinal stability axis (axis of rotation],
positive above longitudinal axis, feet (fig. 1 (b)) __

perpendicular distance, measured in z~plane,
from airplane reference axis to cemter of pres-
sure of vertical tail, positire above reference
axis, feet

distance, measured m zz-plane, perpendicuI& to
trailing vortex sheet” at tail, positive above
vortex sheet, feet

&stance, measured in xz-plane, perpendicular to ‘-
vertical-taiI root, positive ‘above root, feet -

perpendicular displacement of vortex sheet at tail
. with angle of attack, measured in n-plane, --

positive above longitudinal axis, feet
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(b) IUuetmtfon of symbols osad.h referring to the tmOlnS vorta shed and the wrtlmI tsll.

Fmum l.-Chml0ded.

perpendicular displacement of vorttm sheet at
tail (that is, wing traiIing edge) with respect
to longitudinal axis at a=OO, positive above
longitudinal ask, feet

component of angularity of flow at vtitical tail
resulting from roIIing motion of tail, positive
in such direction as to give positive side force,
radians

longitudinal distance, measured parallel to air-
plane reference asis, from assumed lifting Iine
at any spanwise station to center of pressure
of vertical tail (assumed equal to 1~for unmvept
wing$, feet

tail length, longitudinal distanc~, measured par-
aUe.1to airplane refercime axis, from airplane
center of gravity to center of pressure of ver-
tical taiI, feet

rolling moment
angle of sweepback of liftiug line, degrees
taper ratio
yawing moment

rolling angular velocity, radians per second
t

rolhng-velocity pwamci,er

induced velocity, feet pm second
perpendicular distance from a lino vortex to point

at which induced velocity is to be found, fed
mass density of air, slugs pm cubic foot
verti-cai-td area, sqtiare feeL
wing area, square feet
aidcwash angle, component of angularity of flow

at vertical tail resulting from interference eflect
of wing; positive for positive side force, radians

au
average value of — on the vertical tail

~$ ‘. . . . . ... . 1“

lateral velocity, feet per second
free-sham” wioc.ity, feet per second
distance along longitudinrd axis, feet
distance frpm plane of symmetry to spanwise” -

loeation of trailing vortice9, feet
longitudinal force
lateral force
normal forco
variables used in development (fig. 3 (a))

[
Section liftsection lift coefikient ~- .-— \

[
1 V2C
2P

)

(%)r ,section lif~curre slope of ver~icrd tail
ccl—- pb

_ pb
spanwise loading coefficient for unit —

2V -,,---c~:-

(%) v lift-curve slopo of vertical tail, per radian

c,
L’

()

rollin&moment coefficient ——
1 V’iSb5P

c.
N

yawing-moment coefficient

()
;Pvasb

c,
Y

.()

lateral-forcO coefficient —-–
; pJ7*~

Clp– y; - .. . . .. . .

azr
c =~ ... ,,. ‘.. . .. .- ... ..... ,-- -7=

-%“ ah

Qy,=”!.!& ,:
%

(%) ,
(c%),
(cY,)t
Subscript:
n

vertical-tail contribution to CrP

vertioal-tail contribution to CUP.

vertieahtail contribution to CYS

denotes a particular line vortex
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ANALYSIS

GENERAL EEMAEKS

The firet objective is to find the angularity of the air stream
of a rolling airplane with respect to tie vert.icaI tafij without
accounting for t-he effects of the fuselage and the horizontal
tail. The angularity is considered herein to be corn~sed of
two parts-the sidewash angle induced by tie antis~et-
riwd load distribution on the rolling wing and the geometric
angle caused by the rolhng motion of the iscdatcd vertical
tail. 13xpressions for these two components of the angularity,
are given in this *ction. The sidewash-mgle calculations
are given for straight wings and a discussion is given sub-
sequently concerning additional considerations for swept
wings. Simplified methods are used in the derivations an~
calculations when little loss in accuracy is incurred.

In the calculations for the sidewash induced by the ding
wing and in the application of the calculations, several as-
sumptions are nmde concerning the trailing ~ortex sheet.
These assumptions pertain to the rolling-up, vertical dii-
p~acement, and twisting, or rotation, of the trailing vortex
sheet-.

In downvmsh calculations for lifting wings of high aspect
ratio, the assumption has generalIy been accepted that t-he
distortion of the trailing vortex sheet in the vicinity of the
tail may be accounted for by considering a flat vorte.. sheet
displaced vertically by an amount equal to the displacement
of the center of the actual vortex sheet at the plane of sym-
met ry and negkxt.ing the rcdling-up of the sheet (reference 3).
The hypothesis that the trailing vortex sheet remains flat
will be assumed to apply equally well to the calculation Qf the
sidewash for a rolling wing. There might be same doubt as
to the validity of the assumption at low aspec~ ratios, since
the distance behind the wing for complete rdingwp is pro-
portional to the aspect ratio (reference 4} and is ako inversely
proportional to the lift coef&nt. Ihperiment-al data in
reference 3 indicate t.ha$ for a value of less than 45 percent
for the ratio of dbtance of the tail behind -the wing to the
distance behind the wing for complete rolling-up of the
vortices, the assumption for the displaced vortex sheet holds
very vd for the downwaah calculations. For the fairIy
extreme case of an aspect-ratio-3 wing at a lift coefficient
of 0.4, compIete rolling-up would occur at about 4.2 semi-
spans and thus the ratio (0.45] -ivouId be obtarned for a tail
length of about 1.9 semispans. In gaerd, the majority of
the cases considered can be expected to fall within the 45-
percent limit and the assumption of the flaL trailing vortex
sheet can be justified.

The disp~acement of the assumed flat vortex sheet from the
wing trailing edge, at a distance z behind the wing trailing
edge, which is the displacement of the actual vortex sheet
at the plane of spmnetry, is found from reference 3 to be

Jh,= z tan c dx
T.E.

(1)

As an approximation, e is considered constant and &e dis-
pIacanent of the vortex sheet at the tail may be expressd

in semimans as.

(2)

The rotation of the trailing vortex sheet at the tail location
is a function of the tail length, airplane velocity, and the .‘
rdliig angular v-elociLy; that is, the rotat ion is approximately

pb 1,
.—

equal to —7 —.
21 b/2

For a tail length of the order of the W@’

semispan and for the usual -mlues of pb/2V encountered, the
rotation of the ~ortex sheet at the tail location would be
1ss than 0.1 radian. The change m sideviash induced qt_ -=_=
I.he vertical tafl by thii amount of rotation viouldbe negligible.

CALCUL.4YTO?J OF T’ES. ANGULARITY OF FLOW AT THE VERTICAL TAIL

Sidewash angIe induced by the rolling wing,-The side-
-wash, induced by the antisymmetricrd load distribution of a
rolling wing, is calculated by using the concept of a lifting
line with trailing vortices extending downstream to infinity.
The load distribution on the semispan is represenhki by a
number of horseshoe vortices with the bound vortices con-
centrate ed at the wing quarter<hord lime, as shown for a—
straight wing in iigure 2. The bound vortices for the
straight wing produce no component of side-wash; $ “tie
trailing ~ortices are the only ones to be considered. The
derivation for the sidewash is made for points in the plane of
symmetry at perpendicular distances with -pect to the
vortex sheet and considerations associated viith vortex+heett
displacement are discussed subsequently.

The velocity induced at a point P by a straight-line vort~_
filament, as given by the Klot.45avart equation, is . .

(3)

FIQIJEE 2.–TIM W Uhibution on s mIDnc WIU and the method of a~bthg tha
k8dhx with a dnIta number of vurtfed.

—
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(See fig. 3 (a) for definitions and notation.) If semi-infinito
vortex filaments are considered, then 61s O and

=~ (1 +Cos e=)
q 4urm

(4)

I?rom a consideration of the Kutta-Joukowski Iaw and
IMmholtz’s vortex theorems, the strength of the trailing
vortices can be shown ta be related to the chmge in section
lift along the span by the equation

(5)

h reference 5, the lift distributions due to roll for a series of
wings are given in terms of the spanwim loading coefficient

for unit wing-tip helix angle and are expressed as -@-- The
pb

77!JI

p?)
strength of the trailing vortices for unit ~~71espre~cd in

.
terms of this parameter, becomes

(6)

The induced velocity at the point P is the summation of the
velocities induced by all the trailing vortices. The total
induced velocity is

where n denotes the number and position of the trailing
vortices over the scmispan of the wing. Since the loading on
a rolling wing is antisymmetrical, the induced sidewash
velocities from both wmispans ara in the same direction and
equal at the plane of symmetry; hence, only the loading for
one semispan need be considered and the results doubled.
The lateral component of the induced velocity in planes
pardel to the trailing vortex sheet is

()
ccl

A— ;V
@

u=2q sin#=2 $
2V *

4urfl
sin *.(1 -J-Cos e.) (8)

h,
where sin x==

-’ as ‘“m m ‘Ure 3 ‘a)”
The

sidewash angle at F, expressed in radians, is.

Q-A
ccl z. ——

~fi 3

;=2 $1””” -2 v #kr.
sin +.(1 +Cos e.) (9)

Upon substitution of the relations

~.=mTi7 “- “--”’ ‘–

into equation (9), the expression for the sidewash angle at
any point in the plane of symmetry is found to be

The equation can be made nondimensiord and, w-hen the

definition A=; is used, the final equation for the sidewash

pb
inciuced at the tail by the rolling wing for unit z-v- is

,
I 1,

,.. ,... --. -... .—

(11)

Since the axis of rotation is the longitudinal axis, the sidc-

wash at any distance. ~“with respect. to the longitudinal axis

is that calculated at the position hg= (h—hi —M, where hl
is the displacement of the vortex sheet with angle of atLuck
and & is the displacement of the vortex sheet with rcspmt to
the longitudinal axis for a =OO. (See fig. 1 (b).)

Geometric angle caused by rolling motion of isolated
vertical tail.-The angle induced at tho vcrLical tail due to
the rolling motion of the isdatid vertical taiI is proportiomd
LOthe rolling velocity and the height above the axis of roll,
as shown in figure 3 (b). The lateral velocity is

pb 2T7 ~———
‘=-ph– 2VT- “

pb .
The angle fiduced by the rolling tail for unit ~~ IS

(12)

(13)

CONSIDERATIONS FOB NUMERICAL CALCULATIONS

The resultant local angularity along the span of the vertical
tail is given by the sum of expressions (11) and (13). The
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FIIiLm 3.-SymboL! and nc.tatlon w+ In the cabmlatton oftb angularity at the vertkal t8fL

ralculat.ion of the sideriash velocity induced by the rolling
wing (equation (11 )) necessitates a knowledge of the span-
wise loading distribution for the rolling wing. For the wings
considered herein. the spamvise load distributions of refer-
ence 5 were approximated by a finite number of trailing
vortices. The results of calculations using 6, 10, and 20
vortices per semispan and a continuous vortex distribution
(loading represented by an analytical expression] are shown
in tlgure 4 for a wing with zI=6.O., The calculations using
the tide numbers of ~ortices ga~e the same results as the
continuous distribution except at small distances above the
vortex sheet. Calculations for a lower aspect ratio (A=3.0)
gare results similm ta th~ for the A=6.O wing in iigure 4.
The viscous properties of air a~ believed to be such as to
prevent a sharp change in the sidewash at the vortex sheet
such as that gi-ren by the calculations for the continuous
distribution. Thus a roundingdl of the sidevash-angle
curve near the vortex sheet. appears to be a good approxima-
t ion to the actual conditions. In the application of the side-
wash results, the difference in using the cnrves for 6, 10, or
20 vortices would not be appreciable. From a consideration
of the general appearance of the curve for 10 trailing vor-
tices and the comparative time involved in the. ca-lcuIations,
itt was decided to use 10 ~-orticeg to appro.xhnate the loading.

Some measured -ralu es of the sidewash, from reference 2,
MC compared with the calculated values in figure 5. It

“, r,

—.-—

.4
\

+

.3

I I I lb I ( I 1 1 I -!

I I q t ,

I

.2

.1

0 .1 2 .3 .4 .5

Fmu&x 4.-S1dewasb resnlts using dlUerent numbm of balIIng ‘rortIces

A-6.@ k-lJX A-@;&; u-~.

.-
—

—

—-.

shouId be pointed out that the sidevmsh measurements weqe _
made wit h the wing alone, so that there are no fuselage inter-
ference effects, although there might be some snd support-
strut interference. Fuselage interference effects are not
accounted for in the calculations; so that comprmison in
figure 5 gives a good check on the method. A compariso~
of the resultant angularity and the mlIing-tail induced-ang~e
distributions shown in figure 5 gives an indication of the” – -
change m the appearance of the angtdarity distribution when
the sidemsh effect is included.

DISCUSSION

The variation of the resultant air-stream anguhmity aIong
the verticaI tail is determined from the general expressions
for the an.gdarity at any perpendicular distance with respect’-
to the longitudinal s.xis (equations (11) and (13)) when the
location of the verticaI td with respect to the longitudinal
afi is known. This resuItant angdarity on the tail is de-
pendent upon the magnitude of the sidewash and the loca-

.—_

tions of the sidewash and iscdated rolling-tail geometric-angle
distributions with respect to the verticaI tail. Some factors .-
whkh affect the magnitude of tlw sidemsh and the locations
of the sidewash and the rolhg-t.d geometric-angIe distribu- –
tions with respect to the vertiQI tail are discussed. in t&-”-
section.
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FACTORS WHICH AFFECT THE MAGNITUDE OF THE SIDEWASH

Aspect ratio,-A consideration of equation (11) indicates
that the aspect ratio enters into the sidewash calculations
directly, as the reciprocal, and indirectly in the expression
for the traihg vo~tox streugth, vihieh is a function of the
loading on the rolhng wing. For the high aspect ratios, the
load distribution due h rolling is greater than for the low

pb
aspmt ratios for unit —~ but the rcciprocrd of the aspect~ ~7

ratio is the predominant factor and the sidewash increases
by n considerable amount as the aspect ratio decreases. The
results of calculations for several aspect ratios are shown in

pbfigure 6, in which. the change in sidewash angle for unit ~T

is plott,ed against vertical displacement in scmispans with
respect to the vorttex sheet. For very low aspect ratios
(that is, 1.5 or 2.0) it is not known whether the assumpt.ions
pertaining to the ding-up of the vortex sheet are valid,
but nevertheless the sidewash calculations for A= 1,5 are
presented for completeness.

Taper ratio,-Taper ratio manifests itself in the distribu-
tion of the Ioading over the span of the wing and thus entels
into equation (11) in the expression for the trailing vortex
strength. The effect of ohtiges in taper ratio is shown in
figure 6 and is seen to be’ smaII, Decreasing the taper ratio
usually results in a more positive sidcwash-angle distribution
at small distances above the trailing vortex ahcet and in a
1sss positive sidewash-angIe distribution at larger distances
above the vortex sheet.
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Angle of sweep. —In considering the angle of sweep in th
sidewash calculations, it is assumed thut the loading of Lho
wiug may be codidcred to be concentrated on a swept
lifting lige. ‘Jle bound vorLicea must bc ccmsidcred since
they now produce a lateral component of induced velocity.
The sidewash due to the trailing vortices is calculatd in the
same manner as for a straight \Ying) with due consideration
given to the distances tim the lifting line to the vertical-
tai.1center of pressure at the spanwise location of Lhc Lrai]ing
vortices (that is, 1~instead of 1~in equation (II)). For wings
with con@ant aspecL ratio, tho antisymmetrical loading de-
creases & thfi sweep angle is increased; hmccj the strength ;]f
the trailing vorticm decreases wiLh increasing sweep angh?.

The. contribution of the bound vortices 10 tho sidcwash at
the vertical ttiil is calculated in much LIM? samo manner as
tlmt due w the truiling vortices, thti only difference being
that consideration of LIMswept bound vortices modifies the
geometrical factors in equation (3). The bound vorLiccs
beeomc of increased import.ancc for larger swcop angles, but
for sweep angles as high as 60° and with normal tail lengths,
the contribution of the bound vortices to tic effcctivo sido-
wash angle is found to be of the order of only about, 10
percsnt, ‘

In order to establish an approximate method for estimating
the sidewash results for swept wings, calculaLions were IUde

for swept wings of severaI aspect ratios and sweep angles.
These calculations were compared with results for unswept
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wings of the same aspect ratio after

.4 .6

the unswept-wing
results had been reduced by the ratio of the damping-in-rolI
ptirameters for the swept and the unswept wings. CalcuIated
results and approximated resulti for 60” sweptback wings
with taper ratios of o-5 are shown in Iigure 7. The method of
approximation applies fairIy well for the extreme case of
60° svieep and better correlation is obtained for wings viith
emaIler angles of sweep. It is therefore suggested that the
sidewash results for swep t wings be approximated by reducing
the unswept results by the ratio of the swept- and unswept.-
wing damping-in-roll derivatives-

T&l length.-For the normal range of taiI positions instig-
ated, the tail length was found to have a negligible effect
on the sidewash angle. Results of calc@ations for taiI
lengths of 1 and 2 semispam are shown in figure 3. The
tail Iength has a more important effect in determining
the location of the sidewash-angle distribution with respect
to the vertical tail, which is discussed subsequently.

‘MI span,—In equation (11), the sidewash. is seen to be a
function of height above the trailing vortex sheet. In
general, the sidewash decreases m the distance abo}-e the
vortex sheet increases, as illustrated in figure 6. .!s the
span of the vertical tail is increased, the sidewash on the
tip sections becomes Iess and, if an avemge value of the
sidemsh over the taiI were eompu~,d, the value would
decrease somewhat with an increase m span for zero angIe
of attack.

.6
I

\ I x .
/.0.- ——- .—- .5

—- — o
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.+ \

k

+ 2
\

.3 \\

\

\

.2 \

. .1

‘k

(4 J

o .1 .2 .3

(C) A-Id.
Fmuu 6.-Cancluded.

FACTOES WHICH AFFECT’ THE DISPLACEMEIXT
ANGULARITY DISTRIBUTION WITH E2SPECT TO

.

OF THE E= ULTANT
THE VEETICAL TAIL

The preceding section discussed factors vihich affeot the. ___
magnitude of the sidevmsh angle with respect to the vort~
sheet. This section discusses facto~ v&ich. affect the
relative locations of the trailing vortex sheet at the tail and “”—
of the yerticaI-tail root with respect to the longitudinal
axis and which thus affect the location of the resultant , _
mguhmj~y distributicm with reqect to the vertical tail.. “’

Angle of attack. —Three primary effects due to angle of
attack are additional loading on the w@, displacement ~“
of the verticaI tail, and disphmrnent of the traili& vortex
sheet. The symmetrical nature of the additional Ioadi~- -”
due to angIe of attack rewdts in no additional sidewash iti the
plane of synimetry from this effect, but the displacements .
of the tail and t-he traiIing vortex sheet must be considered. -
The displacements of the vortex sheet and the vertical tiii

—--—

wiU be found relative to the longitudinal axis, which is the
asis of roII. . -—

The trailing vortex sheet moves in a downward direction ‘“
with respect to the Ionghudinal axis, for a positive angIe of
attack. From equation (z), the displacement of the vortex -”
sheet at the tail is —

h, 1,
bJ2 ‘–~ ‘“an E

The angIe of dom-nwash c may be related to the angh of

.
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attack by the equation

A-60° wnefderhE bound and
18

‘-o* T1’O”

(14)

‘f’he displacement of the trailing vortex sheet at the tail
expressed as a function of the angle of attack is

h,
-—= —~ tan
b/2 b/2 ()%

(15)

In discussing the displacement of the vertical tail, it is
convenient to refer to a particular station on the tail, say
the tail root. The displacement of the tail root is in a down-
ward direction with respect ta the longitudinal axis for positive
angle of attack and is given by

—~tan a
b/2
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F1amm 8.—Tha varfatlcm of sldevash.ugle dfstrlbuumr with tdl Ion@b. A-6.O; A-l&,
, A-O”; a=OO.

J

& men}ioncd previously, the resultant angularity distrilm-
tion on the vertical tail ran be found when both the remdtnnt,. -..
angularity distribution with respect to the longitudimd axis
and the verticfd-t.ail location with respect to the lon&titudinal
axis are known.

T,hc effect of changes in angle of attack on the sidcwash
at the vertical tail is shown in figure 9, in whirh the sidcwash
is presented as a function of height abovo the vertical-tail
root. For this figure it was assumed that for zero angle of
attack the vortex sheet and the t.aiI root were in the same
horizontal phme as the reference axis. The figure shows
that the sidewaah-ang~e distribution is shif ted upward on the
tail and thus that negative sidewash is induced on t-he lower
portions of the verticaI taiI at positive anglos of attack. It
has been found that &e decrease in &dcwash angle with
angle of attack is somewhat less than the increase in the
geometric angle caused by the rolling tail, so thtit the result-
ant angularity ut the vertical tail increases JVit.h angle of
attack.

Geometrical construction,-. Airphmcs are so construchxi
that the vertical-td root and tile wing trailing edge do not.
usually lie in the same horizontal phinc tis the longitudimd
mis at zero angle of attack. If the trniling-vortex-sheet
location, which corresponds to the wing position, is above
the longitudinal ash, with the tail root in the horizontal
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plane of the longitudinal asis, there will ahvap be a reduc-
t ion in the positive value of the etktive sidewash angle on
the tail. This reduction occurs because the sidewash is zero
on the vortex sheet and becomes negative below the vortax
sheet; thus, a negative increment is introduced -when the
vort~x sheet is shifted upward on the tail. For vorttx+heet
locations bdovr the longitudinal axis, a slight decrease in the
positive sidevmsh distribution occurs. These considerations
are iktrated in ligure 10.

When the tail root is above or below the longitudinal axis,
with the vortex sheet in the plane of the a.ti, the effect on
the angularity distribution at the tail is simply that of
shifting the angularity distribution down or up by the
amount of the displacement. of the root. .k displacement of
the tail root above the reference axis has the same effect as a
vortex+heet displacement below the atis and vice versa.

Other factors, -l?or wings with flaps, the additional loading
clue to flap deflection is symmetrical and the contribution to
the sidevmsh should be negligible according to the same
argument as that for the additional angleaf-attac.k loading.
However, the additional loading due to flap deflection in-
creases the dow-nvrash behind the wing in the same manner
as the angle-of-attack loading increases the downwash.
This effect is difhdt to estimate but. ~ould be accounted
for when possible by using experimental values of the change
in downwash angle with flap deflection.

It can be seen from expressions in the preceding sections
that although changes in t.d length had little tiect on the
sidevmsh calculations such changes are of importance in

,

272483-663S
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determining the resultant angularity distribution on the
vertical tail.

APPHCATIO~

The vertical-taiI contribution to the lateral-forcedue-to- “-
roII coefficient maybe expressed in the form .-

ac= aav
(Wt=~ a @-

2V

and the corresponding exprmions for yawing moment and
roIIing moment due to rolI we obtained by multiplying the
Mera.1-force expression by the proper moment arm. The
general expre9sione for thd application of the angularity
results obtained herein to the calculation of the vertical-t ati ___
contributions to the rcdling derkatives are

where

a }-m =–+ (R C09 a–i: sin a)+-+
a$

—.

(16)
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and the distances lt’ and h’ refer to the section centers of
pressure. If the distribution of the verticaI-tail section lifh
curve slope for the particular flight attitude is kno~vn, the
integrals in the preceding equations can be evaIuated by
graphical means by using a sufficient number of points over
the vertical-tail span to give reasmably smooth curves, In
the usual case, the section-lift-curve-slope distribution is not
knom and, also, the preceding method is somewhat Iengthy.
Past experience has shown that it is more convenient to
replace the section M%urre slope by a constant., the vertical-
tail lift-curve slope, and to find an average tail angle of
attack due to rolling that can be apphed at Lhe calculated
center of preemre of the vertical td. The average induced
angle due to the rolling tail has been assumed in reference I
to be simply that calculated at the center of pressure. There

au

()

remains only to find an expression for — and then the
~ $7

ED
tail contributions can be found from. t.he.following equations,-.
which arc similar to those of reference 2:

“[
au–;(1Cos a ( )1–1, sin a)+ —

t) ~;
08

[

(O~=)l=(C%)r ~ ~ (1 COSa–l, sin a)

1

[

?LY

( )1

–; (1 Cos CZ-1*sin a)+ —
#J ‘

2V *,

(17)

al

()Vahw.s for — can be found by using the sidewash
@

2V ~

resuILs presenkd in figure 6. ResuIts of calculatio~ for
au

()— (corresponding to wing aspect ratios of 3.5 and 6.0
a.p!

2V .,

and for taper ratios of from 0.5 to 1,0).&r several tail spans
are presented in figure 11. Three calculations were made
for the case where the vortex sheet and the vertical-tail root
were in the same plane as the reference a.tis at zero angle of

()au
attack. Approximate corrections to — for vortex-

~g

U, deg u, cfeg

(a) A-3A. (b) A.-6.O.
FIOUrU 11.<harta for eatirnatfon of tha average ddewadr angfe at tha ‘wrtkd wI].

1~
A_ O”:L-O.bto lJI; ~a-l~. .

sheet positions above the reference asis or for the taiI root
below the reference axis at zero angle of attack can Im mado

&

.()by reducing the value of — obtained from figure 11 by
a$

the amount of the displacemen~, measured in scmispans.
A comparison of calculated values of tho vertical-tail

contributions h the rolhg derivatives with expmirrwn tal
data for the model of reference 2 is given in figure 12 (n).

For the cases of the derivatives (.dY,), and (Crt,),, con-

sideration of wing interference is of such importance as to
change the sign of tlm calculated values so that fuir agree-
ment with the oxporitnent,til data is obtained. The trend
of the calculated results with angle of atLack is in onIy fair
agreement with the trend of the experimental data, probably
because of additional sidewash due to the fuselage, whioh
has not been accounted for in this antilysis. The eidowash
values used in tho comparison are those obtained from figure
11 and are a function of the angle of attack. It is of interest
to note that somewhat better agreement is obtained if tho

au

()value of --— calculated at zero angle of attack is used
+

tiughout the ;gl&of-attack range. Apparently the error
2)U

()in neglecting Lhe variation of — with angle of attwk
@

2 v =,

partly offsets the error due to neglecting the fusehtge; thus,
au

()the more simple application using a constant. --~ -p~- gives

.. 27 ~

the hctter results, for the pmtic,ulm modeI inveetigatcd,
The comparison of calculated and measured results for

the swep&ing model shown in figure 12 (b) has the same
general appearance as the comparison for t.ho unswcpL wing.
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The tdculated results presented in the figure were obtained
from sidewash calculations considering the bound and trail:
ing vortices of the swept wing, but approximated results
obtained by means of the method suggested previously in
the report. gave essentially the same results as those presented
in the @re.

Calculated va~ues of (Cmp), for a rectangular wing of

aspect ratio 6.0 at zero angle of attack are presented in
figure 13 as a function of the ratio of verticaJ-taiI span to
wiug span. Measured values for (Cmp), for a sting-mounted

.14 ., ,
0 Winq- on feki poinh
n Wing-offtestpoints

“— Wing-on calculatedvalues -
–-–– Wing-off calculated values

model with a small-diameter stick fuselage and two dilTercnt
vertical tails are also given in the flgurc. This comparison
illustrates how the values of (C=,), may change sign with

change in vertical-tail sptin and also gives an indication of
how the calculated and measured resuhs compare when the
measured results are subject to very nearly the same condi-
tions as those assumed in the calcndat.ions.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The tiect of wing interference on the tail contributions
to tho rolling derivatives of complete airplane configurations
is ‘detiiinined by calculating the tiir-stream angularity at the
vertical tail in rolling flight and finding the resultant forces
and moments, The important factars in t-he determination
of the angularity distrilm~ion on the vertical tail are wing
plan form, vertical-tail span, and considcrat.ions associated
with angle of attack and airplane geometry. ~ comparison
of the calculated and cxpcrirnental rcsults indicates that a
consideration of wing interference can be expected to be of
such importanfic as to change the sign of the calculated
values and that fair agreement with the available experi-
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